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In the gripping new novel from America's Queen of Suspense, a young woman is haunted by two

murders that arc closely linked -- despite the one hundred and ten years that separate them. 

Following the breakup of her marriage and her pursuit by an obsessed stalker, criminal defense

attourney Emily Graham accepts an offer to work in a major Manhattan law firm.  Feeling a need for

roots, she buys her ancestral home in New Jersey, which her family sold in 1892, after the

disappearance of young Madeline Shapley one of Emily's forbears.  Now, more than a century later,

as the house is being renovated, the bones of a young woman are found in the backyard. She is

identified is Martha Lawrence, who disappeared four years earlier. Cluched in Martha's skeletal

hand is the finger bone of another woman with a ring still on it -- a Shapley family heirloom.  When

Emily investigates the link between her family's past and the recent murder, she provokes a devious

and seductive killer, who selects her as his next victim.
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Talented criminal defense attorney, Emily Graham, is starting over. She's had to deal with a messy

divorce from her greedy and adulterous husband and has been terrorized by a stalker for over a

year. But now, all that is finally behind her and she's leaving Albany, New York for a great job with a

presitigious law firm in Manhanttan and has bought her ancestral home in the beautiful seaside

community of Spring Lake. On the day she moves in, a contractor, excavating her new backyard for

a pool, finds the skeleton of Martha Lawrence, a young woman who went missing over four years

ago. In her hand is a finger, complete with sapphire ring, of Emily's great great grandaunt, Madeline



Shapley, who disappeared without a trace, from Spring Lake over 100 years ago. Now as Emily

begins to investigate this double crime, that's landed literally in her backyard, she finds out that two

other young women also disappeared in the early 1890s. She is even more shocked to discover that

over the last five years the 1890's crimes seem to be repeating themselves as two young women

have disappeared again, without a trace and the anniversary of the third is less than a week away.

Is it a coincidence or is there a serial killer loose in Spring Lake, with a link to the past.....? Mary

Higgins Clark has written a fast paced, intricately plotted page turner that's about to keep you up

reading, all night. Her crisp, suspenseful writing is full of clever twists, turns and vivid, riveting

scenes that will keep you off balance and guessing to the end. The only weakness to this book is its

over-abundance of characters that become distracting and take away from the compelling story line

and you'll need a score card, at times, to keep them all straight.

This is the first Mary Higgins Clark novel I have read, but it won't be the last. This is a very worthy

page turner, with many secrets, subplots, richly described characters, & numerous murder

suspects. There is a realistic, & highly detailed quality to the authors writing that is very refreshing.

Feisty defense attorney Emily Graham's new home in Spring Lake, New Jersey was once owned by

her family one hundred years earlier. Soon after moving in a dead body of a girl who had gone

missing four years earlier is found in her back yard while she was having a pool put in. The body is

found with the finger of an even earlier murder victim complete with a Sapphire ring. As if that was

not ominous enough, she also finds that she is being stalked again. Could it be some one from her

past, or a new menace? The dead start to pile up, as Emily is hell bent on solving the link between

the present murders with those committed a century earlier. Some of the locals even think a

reincarnated serial killer is on the prowl?The most fascinating aspect of this novel is that the author

takes us DEEP into the mind of the killer, without revealing his/her identity. The overarching

question that slowly grows to a crescendo is who is this obsessed psychopath? Is it Will Stafford,

the real estate agent, Gary White, her greedy ex-husband, Eric bailey, the timid but shrewd owner of

a dot-com company whose stock helped Emily amass a fortune? could it be Ned Koehler, a man

convicted of stalking Emily when she lived in Albany, or Bob Frieze, the cranky restaurant owner

prone to unexplainable blackouts when he can't remember anything? Perhaps, it is Nick Todd, the

defense attorney fed up with getting guilty clients off? Maybe, it is a woman?
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